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The notion that mental imagery plays an irqxwtant and distinct role in copi- 
ticm has a Iong histmy. Meed, there was once an extended debate as to 

whe~er any a t w@ pibbb WithOUt iWlU@?Fy (bOdWdl, 19%). 
Today the ptmdalm has swmg the other way (to invoke an image-bed 
metaphor), and there is debate as to whether imagery, us a dWh.ctfo~m of 
reprcs~ufiun, plays my role in cognition (lhnett, 1981a, 1981b; Fdor, 
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characteristics it has, provides a much more general and ubipitm~e wpplim- 
tion of this idea. Hau~eland (15, p. 229), in commenting on the frame 
problem and imagery, puts the essential idea sucfzinct~y: “The beauty of im- 
ages is that (spatial) side efkcts take care of themselves.” Here I attempt to 
spell owt for the case of geometric diagrams (which ilh~stratcs the more com- 
pbx case of spatia! imagery in genera.Q just what is required for the “side 
effects” (iaferonces) to “Pake care of themselves.” 

well ad%Br why inference is not a~uately accounted for by 
owkdge represenMions employing logic, sirux itierence is a 

for which there is 8 wekkvel- 
I possess pruperties (to be de- 

vc propositional representation, md 
mbinatoriaI expk%ion of correct but trivial 

y irqmwnted in a propositional system. Ac- 
imagery in cognition is as a constructive infe- 

ahi3 inferences 
how real-world 
as predicative 

nferences are retrieved from 
images from o&her 

6, that is non-proof- 
procedure based. In order to expkin this view it is necessary to take a more 
careful Eook at what a knowk@c repre%ntation system is. 

AMtough a general theory of knowledge representation is not at hand, the 
past two decades h~c seen a large number of computer imptementations of 
methods for storing and processing knowledge. From this work has emerged 
ax&in limikd generalizations in the form of pqramming systems for ex- 
pressing procedural and factual knowkdge of various sorts, and several au- 
tbors (e.g., Bobr~w, 1975; Palmer, 1978; see also Brachman & Levesque, 
1985) have offered analtyses of the representation problem that have clarified 
severd important issues. 

To avoid the endless rqress of the homunculus fallacy, it is now generally 
recognized that it is necessary to specify not only the structure of the rep- 
resentation but also how it is constructed, and how it is accessed and used. 
A compbteIy specified knowledge representation system therefore consists 
of at Beast three parts: a set of c01~074ctk7~ processes, a set of rqrese~ti0~ 
sfruc~~res, and a set of retievalprocesse.~. A specification of the form of the 
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To ilhstrate this, cmsider a simple case corn&sting ad a discrete grid, each 
cell of which could be occupied by a single point Iabelled by a letter. Consider 
the iqmt b is omz grid piat dw right of a, c is &recity above b, ad d is one 
g&d @n-t due Igft of c. Fmm ahis we my cmchde that d & directly above Q. 
This infe be supf~~ed by a calculws based system with appropri- 
ate r&s a; such a system would be deductive. Alternatively, the 
infelrence would bc supported by a system of construction and rctrieva! 

described grid and read off relationships 
m would be nh-deductive. The non-deduc- 

e amgutatiomi infmme-making stage: the 
ss entail? the “making’” of the inferences. 

experimentally, attempting to estaMish 
y v&t@ imagery in their performance. Hutten- 

others have examined p&mmma in w&kg pbkms 
s fmm stitements such as Tbpt b &&P rhun Sm and JO/~ 

m; the evidence (from erron and response times) supports 
that subjects image tokens of Tom, and so ferth, translating 

s into spatial relations in the imp. In this example, the imag- 
enti@ certain properties of a 
mfietty, and irreflexivity) ; Elliott 

relations that can be treated with 
representation can make some 
the knowledge representation, 

processes, and do not WXluire a seepa- 
d retrieval processes are exactly 
was given ertptiddy DC inferred. 

-proof-procedure methods of infer- 
rent approach to inference from the 

standard view of logic, and that may gr~vide a connection between inference 
and mind that tia not rely on computationally opye and inefkient 

on is IlQt WithQllt prwdent. Lindsay (1%3) PrQ~SCd 
as a mm-rule-based form cbf deduction. Quillian’s 
and later elaborrrtiolis permit non-prmf-procedural 

arly “inheritance of properties” in semantic nets (Brachman, 
p Ifi!& l%d] employs such a method. However, a mire fun& 

mental and gwer~ connection TV CQgnitiQn exists: imagery. 
The basic bypothesie of this paper is that V~S& irnpgery employs non-pr~ofi 

grocessS& kmwkdge ~epnmntations hut si~pport inference by a comtmtit 
m.ti#xhm mchmisin built into the processes that wnstruct and access them. 
A reprekntatiob that possesses this quality may remain symbolic, and even 
digital, but is not based on predicate logic. ‘Iltis hypothesis is elaborated 





I now pmewt a mare precise model of non-deductive inference (NDI), 
restricted to that subset of diagrams composed of points, straight lines, drcu- 
kr arcs, and symbolic labels for these components. The omission of mny 
important quati8ies of actual drawings, such as colors, textures, widths of 
tines, and so forth, may well limit the range of inferences that can be sup- 
ported by this mod& but what remains to be addressed is an important and 
ubiquitous s& of meantal activities. The foilowing are the basic functions of 
the proposed representation for these two-dimensional diagrams. 

The elements of a representation structure are symbolic names for points, 
and circular arcs, combined into expressions that relate these 

kr kzations on a two-dimensional, bounded flat &&L A rep- 
is a specific set of such symbols and 

) the diagram which is represented, 
the representation structure for the ’ 

representation structures for diagrams 
present a specific diagram, such 
floor plan denotes the layout of 

the ~i~~~g at 1600 Pennsy%ivawia AWW (2) in Washington. The represen- 
(3) is a set of coordinates of p&s of &bkt points (correspond- 
points of the line sewants in the floor plan) plus names for 

ezlcll of these points, pkl eraI sets of points (corresponding to 8~ sample 
of points on each tine se nt and curve of the floor plan), plus names of 

s. AM points that are part of the representation 
structure are “marked,” that is, they are distinguished from the other points 
on the t&W. 

The class of representation structures (4) could be defined by a grammar 
specifying the set of real numbers that may serve as coor&nates on the tablet, 
the classes of coordinate combinations (e*g., pairs) that foam pwmissible 
expressions, what symMs may sex~e as Web, and so forth. In fact, however, 
the uspaal forms of inmxdiate constituent rule grammars are not perspicuous 
descriptioars of the non-linear structures here employed. Consequently, the 
class of represmtatim structures wi%f merely be specified implicitly by the 
construction processs thcwlves. These processes impkitly obey a gram- 
mar of representations, but are not identical to it, just as a program that 
generates English might obey a grammar of Engiisk, but not lk a grammar 
of English itself. 

The hnpticit grammar of the representation structure defines specific clas- 







Brom, 
mdered set, md distamx 
mtric propetis 8re ImeceEiswy 

and these suee for a wide chss of illferems, 

m it L possibk to have no&e- 

ence§ are etimiIWed to leave sQme klIx%nlbiPQW, true corMAWiOns. 
No claim is made that MDT meah& can h.l prhiple dQ thhgs that klgic 

caxmot. It is bkely, however, that they can do s0me things craar6z @chfly, 
and that is the crux of the matter. The ef&&ncy edge need not always be in 

the dde of ND1 howkdge representations, a& yet hmm, and machk~, 
may use them more widely thara wOdd be prudent simply because the machin- 
ery is already in phce, just as one might pound in screws with a -by 
hammer rather than fetchhg a distant screwdriver. Note that this model of 
imagery is indeed computational since it may be implemented on a digital 



computer with standard (serid, digitai) c~snputatioti techniques. However, 
to achieve an eMciency advantage may require the use of mm-conventional 

cmputers, including ana@ and paralkl methods. Regardless of implemm- 
Won, the B differs conc4zptual~y fkcm pmf-p-due and poductian- 
mb based inference schemes. The next section &&rates how the sorts of 
inference nmhenism this method pmides may be used in geometric problem 
sokhq and thinking. 

makitag of imaferences. Ia this 
ntaticms cm be Wed in the s#%=vice 

of this program was its use 
masamec rsg implaueib~e subproblcms. For 

that two trim@ were Wn~ent, 
see if these two tdmgks had the 

; if not the subgoal was ab 
became it is not possible 

for the diqgrm to err-in the other directk the premks may not imply 
ncy, but the chotm diagram may represent equal perimter trimgks, 

since geometry diagrams are in general under-determined. The Geometry 
Machine strategy is thu comervative: it my not reject all false pds, but 
those paths rejected are indeed f&e. Gehmter, Hamen, and Lovelmd 
(B960) estimated fkm their experiments that the amount of search was re- 
dmzed by a f&cm of at least 200 by this method. 

It is intem+tiag to note that the use of the diagram as heuristic devim in 
this way d= not rrquire that a sketch be “shown” to the computer. In fact, 
that woti mot work sime the Geometry Machine did not have any d&n 
programs. Instead, the fW%ional equivalent of a diagram is required. In 
actuality, the programmers supplied “dliqpns” that consisted of a list of 
n~mti4 mmdiaates of the points referred to by the premises. Nonetheless, 
from our viepint, the list of coordinates functioned diagrammatically for 
the computer. 

The Geometry Machirae used diagrams to &JPUS~ afcunjectwres. Diagrams 
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d areas (such as the %Qloring’+ 
iscmx the validity of Inferella I. 
deductively for the general case is 

re I is 8 pImar graph (Harq, X69) that can 
itionalloy by listing the nodes (A, B, C, D) and the edges 
, AD). From this specification z+lone it is possible to show 

as exactly three FR&W’ - ABDA, DCAD, and ABDCA - 
would rarnain if the od~e AD wse rtm~v~. This is 

of the addition of ZWEU property, yet, to extract the 
and edges by serial computation is 
The a&@thm of Tarjan (W?l) for 
to be within a CQnstiMt fWtoF of 

as some 90 lines of high-level code and 

I, Inference 2 does dqend QW certain metric 
such as the recognition of right q&s and thfz 

r&ios of kngths Qf sides the human observer, the pre&ioa of the ckw- 
ing does nQt need t0 be t. As noted earlier, the metric precision in the 

dfimtiow on am3 retriev83l p-s has been limited to 
to be abk to dktiqui$h right angles from 

alem bngths of line sqgmms, ad make a 
Q be appropriate as a model of hw wse 
other problem salting tasks (de Kker L 

ness in drawing the perpendicular AD so that 
terfere with a human’s use of B diagw 

urement is ail that is available in our 
know the act& values of the 

Lengths of ~gments, or even of their ratios, they merely must “look” appro- 
p&e. We notie “by inspection,” and our model would “notice” by process 
~O~NW&W keg&, that the order of the sides of DCA by length is AD < 
DC c CA, and the order of the si&s of DAB by length is BD c DA < AB. 
Wfz can then notif “by ins~ction,” alad our model would “notice” by sys- 
ae~&c search, that the corresponding pairs of sides have the same ordering 
by length: AD is longer than I?%), DC is longer than DA, and CA longer than 
AB. Why m these the things that we focus on, rather than any of B number 
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differ in seVera ways, hQweVer. The major differem is that 

striCted Qur CQnsickratisn to the use Qf a few primitiVe object 

etc.), CQmbiined into Batger types by ~on~tructhn pnxes~es. 

%w&rtz deal with more CQmpkx QbjkxtS, suCh as reegrer4MnatiQ_ of shin 

and m, that are defined as S@fiC anrayS of @xd$ that Can k scaled aniJ 

trzmsht44. A second differenCe iS our expkit cQnSi&ratiorn Qf meddsms 

of spatid inference methds, ad their rule in PrQpQsing and dis~iltag Qf 

hypOth&I-es. &d~y, QUT mQdd is INIt mQtiVatd by SpECil6iC ~yChQ!Qgicd 

facts. Theirs, however, attempted to inclorp43rate many features, such as loss 

Of KSQhtiQIh tQW&d tie bQU&UieS, that have nQt hII addEsS& here. 

Futat (19?7,1981) constructed a model that reasoIls with “images.” In alhat 

system, two dimensiond objecti were represented as on/off pattenas of “c&” 

on a Yetha.” Process62s were able to detect instabilitieS of balanCe and per- 

form a systematic mdiCatiQn of the images that represented movement of 

the objects, fQr exxkn~pk by rotating them about a Ipoht. ~QhiQ~ COME! be 



detected a5 the reowlt of movements and from thes42 and atillary assumptions 
new instabiMies cotid arise. Hraferenccs were then made by playinjg out a 
sknulation of the movements of the objects represented on the retina. In our 
terminology, this method is 8 non-proof-proceduraI IKR that operates by 
propagation of constrtinto. Rather than derive an analytic expre55icm for 

t~ssjcctories, m tmn5tmt a proof that given initial condition5 would lad to 
certain re5dt5, km1 de5 of geometrk relation5 were u5ed to propagate 
con5traint5 and thcs=c con5traint5 then frcedd the display of conclusion5. 

Larkin am.4 Simon (1987) de5cribe method5 that u5c “‘diagrammatic rep 
~~ntatio~5w in a probkm-5oBtig 5ituation. They iMu5trate the method with 
a mechanks problem (invoKqg s and p%nlteys) and a geometry probbm 

))* They cBntm5t the dia~ammatic adqwewnta- 

htlta a %patentid rqm~ntatbn” of the same 
rmer enjoys decided computational adwntqm 

6mx the Batter. The task mt for the& system i5 the discovery of 8 &xivaaion, 
in the form of an appropriate sequence of production rule appIkation5, of an 
unknot force ratio, in the mechanic5 ca542, and of a proof of con- 
grueglcy in the geometq! c&%2. The di re used a5 heuri5tic5 in the 
search for derivationa, in the spirit of metry Machine, a5 di5cu5s.4 

on 4. In the context of this ta5k, the value of the diagrammatic 
on 

the mowat of 5earch requtid to find a derivar- 
mmatic repre5entationo object5 are indexed by 
from one object to adj 

t to k sub5tantiaHy ktter than the e 
r which b aI% that i5 offered by the enten 

atic reprewntations were found to 5implify the match- 
antecedent5 to problem feature5 becau5e the diagram5 

d the feature5 directly wherea 5Mential reprwntations hid these fea- 
mre5. §ince they were requiring the di5covery of derivation5, rather than 
simply the “okrvation” of correct concltions, L&in and Simon charac- 
tetid the major advantages of diagram5 as reduction of search and specdup 
of recognitiolm, stating (p. 71) u... the differential effects on inference appear 
to bc ba strong.” However, much of what I have been calling inference takes 
plxe in their mode1 in the 5tep of producing their “pfzrceptually enhanced 
data structure,” which is a representation that make5 “explicit” certain per- 
ceptually 5aient ebments, such as aRemate interior angles, that are only 
implicit in the originall sentential problem description. Thus their analysis is 
essentially in agreement with mine and our modek have complementary 
strengths: mine generalizes the methods of diagram construction and re- 
trieval, and theirs interfaces diagrams with rule-based inference. 
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resentatiOns, and knguage with descriptional representations. Des&p 
tionakts such as Pylyshyn (198O) hold specifically that all knowledge can be 
represented descriptiOnally. ApparentOy no one holds that the pictorial sub- 
sumes the descripti~nal; that battle has been Eonceded. Thus the question 
usplral~y addrewed is whether vkual im~~gery employs pictorial representations 
that cannot be fully reduced to descriptions (see Nck, 1981, pp. I-16). 

The distinction between pictorial and descriptional representations has 
proven to be difkssit to characterize, One popular approach is to identify 
pictOrial with anaiog and descriptional with digikl (see Kosslyn et al., 1979; 
als~ Pylyshyn, WI). The analogkkgital cOntrast is often iu turn taken to be 
a contrast between continuous and discrete representations. Some writers, 
myself included, feel that this faik to capture the original imagery/prOpOsi- 
tionsl distinctiOn* 

Dretske (MU) s retaining the “analOg-digiW terminology, but 
~~WXB it differently: signal (repre!#3N&i0wah eienlent or notation) carries 
information that “property s ham v&e F” in c@W form if and only if the 

carries no additional information about property S; if the signal carries 
snkal informa then by definition it carries infOrmation in WM.&~ 

~OIWL Wader these itions, knowledge represented propositionally, e.g., 
as a statement in firsterder logic (RX), represents oplly what is stated 
explicitly; all other information must be derived by use of a separate set of 
structurai relations among FOL statements, usually in the form Of axioms, 
variable bindings, and rubs of inference. On the other hand, a picture of a 
situation conveys nsla informaGop1 since the representation KWSZ make 
some additional xpkit in order to be a picture* To use Dretske’s 
example (pa %37), ‘The cup has c0ffee in it” carries no information about 

how mwh c&%x+, how dark it is, Or the shape of the cup’s handle, whereas 
a picture of the situation muse contain some such additional information. As 
in my discus&m, Dretske’s analysis and the intuitions on which it is based 
emphasize inference as the essential di&inctian between pictorial and descrip 
tbnal representations. 

A mnd influential analysis of knowledge representation issues wmes to 
what I take to be the same conclusion. Palmer (1978) propOses a hierarchy 
of types of “isomorphism” between representation and that which is rep- 
resented. Physical isomorphisms preserve infOrmation by virtue of represent- 
ing relations that are tie&& to the relations represented, Thus a physical 
model of a natural terrain preserves the spatial relatians Of the represented 
terrain with the very same relations, including for example elevation, but on 
a smaller scale. Fun&Onal isOmorphisms, on the other hand, preserve infor- 
mtion by representing relations that have the same (algebraic) structure as 





?I%#2 theory dehas a set of primitiveay aeco~izabk featms of the CIasS 
of repre~Natiooa structures, rules for ccmstruction that maintain speciw 

of specifkd fe&ures, and strategies for searching the representation 
re %or featu? vahNx3. An WAmpk of Such a theory has kwea pmsentd. 

Each of iti coq343wants could +zqire independent empitiu4l and @ical sup- 
rt. The theory does not depend upon knowing whether the substrate of 
age!5 is weural or lz&xtPQnic* 

re are maary prQpertbs 

also be reprMented by 
of various “c&rs~ or qualities (in 

f the covering resolution. Inferences 
cn be avail&k in a non-deductive, 

t. InfeaeEes abOut, say, the effects of combin@ 
ther new sorts of cWWWtion and retrieviiat pro- 

cl climd c.qSura the essential 

viously, extending these 
ts such as faces, animals, 

M remain intact 

Finally, a word about th42 status of this work as a psycho!ogical model is 
in order. None of this work has made use of or been tested by experimental 
methods; it is empirica!l only in the broad semx of being guided by obvious 
facts Of commlptp *nse ~ychology* It is Of r&vallW to pSycholo@c3l theory, 
k9wever, in that it a general pzobkm, the kame problem, and an 
important phenomenon, imagery, for which any theory of 
natural intelligence must offer some account. One may view perception as 
c&ring a sol&ion to the fkame problem by allowing “the world” to make 
appropriate inferences which are then “read” by the brain/mind. If imagery 
is connived as a percept-like representation that is evoked in the absence of 
approptiate sensory input, as the functional equivaknce hypothesis of Fink 
and Shepafd has it, then the present model offers an account of how the 
nasal anstraints of workI situations may be employed to solve the frame 
problem CsgaitivcAy. 








